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alone in its corner 

You can see who’s awake 

in that highrise condo 

just by the lights 

but not who’s lying there 

sleepless, alone 

angry or sad, in pain 

there in the dark 

traffic already constant 

at 5 in the morning 

Dear Chris, hello 

that generation 

already slipping away 

A fan with a broken blade 

Of course there’s a story 

The only tile 

there above the stove 

chickpea puree 

beside the perfect trout 

sprouts roasted 

alongside apples 

in maple cider 

so the first taste is sweet 

Cranes in the brain 

in the rain 

       in the pond 
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beyond which 

a train 

silhouettes the horizon 

which, when it whistles, 

sends these long birds aloft 

The pansies are planted 

after a harsh winter 

Last fall’s last leaves 

finally raked 

Roger across the road 

digging in his tiny 

hillside garden plot 

Up the hill, barely audible 

woodpecker’s paradiddle 

but no leaves yet 

or barely any 

tho the grey forest 

starts to tinge green 

just from the buds 

not warm yet 

but the cusp of warm 

Many birds go silent 

at the advance of crows 

At the high point of 

this hill the oldest 

barn in Philadelphia 
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but behind me 

on the far side 

of the river the loud 

whistle of a train 

I hear a tractor’s 

soft distinct growl 

the coo of a rock dove 

tho these robins 

are as fat 

as they are 

silent, honey bees 

plump with spring 

O wild ancient house 

with hand cut  

stone pillars you 

wade into garden 

then crouch something 

yellow something 

barely purple butter 

fly no larger 

than the nail of this finger 

Repent! Says the barn 

Dreams in which 

I come home & 

the computer’s destroyed 

the books are all missing 
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& no one will explain 

The four tunnels  

of the Pennsylvania Turnpike 

the distance between 

rage & sadness 

the former but a mask 

for the latter 

Where the Monongahela 

meets the Ohio 

red bud trees 

at forest’s edge 

the way cows 

when resting 

tuck their legs under 

Why is Glenn Beck so sad 

Books mean nothing 

save for what we’ve read 

high sky made low 

by misty rain 

By river 

to the Gulf 

& later by train 

all the way to Philadelphia 

remains of Fort Pitt 

the bridges deliberately picturesque 

Obscure fact about Pittsburgh 




